Visualization Method Based on Cloud Computing for Real Estate Information
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Abstract—In order to accelerate the computing speed and display efficiency of large-scale information visualization, this paper proposes a visualization method based on cloud computing for real estate information. The core idea is combining cloud computing with information visualization, making the data processing stage of information visualization on the cloud computing platform, so as to enhance the ability of parallel processing of big data and accelerate the computing speed and display efficiency. To verify the validity of this idea, we design and implement a visualization prototype system based on cloud computing. This system uses Hive to get the query results, uses MapReduce to process data in the background, and returns the result data to the server, and then the server generates relevant results by using information visualization technologies and back to the Web.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing has already become a hotspot of research and application on information services. Since Google's cloud computing model emerging in 2006, more and more companies participate in cloud computing, and cloud computing has become the mainstream model of new network service applications. Amazon, IBM, and other large companies have proposed their own cloud platforms, which can be regarded as a service. Such as Amazon's Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) [1], users can build their own private cloud [8] platforms on it. The open-source and free framework—Hadoop—has been the most widely used, and some small companies use Hadoop to build their own private cloud entirely. However, the private cloud also faces challenges. Although it is easy to set up, ensures the data security, and users can utilize all the resources in the private cloud, it requires too many physical resources. The resources which the cloud obtains are their own cloud equipment resources. It costs too much. The public cloud [8] is the future mainstream framework of cloud computing development.

Compared with grid computing and distributed computing, cloud computing has many advantages. First, it cost less, which is the most prominent advantage. Second, it is supported by virtual machines, so that it can handle some things easily which is difficult in grid. Third, it can execute mirror deployment, which makes us to deal with heterogeneous process expediently. In addition, cloud computing emphasizes services, which is more suitable for commercial operation.

Information visualization [9] is also a popular emerging field of visualization. Information visualization combines several theories and methods such as scientific visualization, human-computer interaction, data mining, image, graphics, cognitive science, and gradually develops [10]. The traditional scientific visualization generally pays attention to three-dimensional visualization, including areas such as medicine, biology and architecture. While Information Visualization attaches importance to display information to users by any diagrams, so that users can get the information conveniently. A good interactive technology can show the information and data batter, and facilitate the user's operation. Therefore, human-computer interaction [11] in information visualization is particularly important. With the increasing of the information and data, the traditional Web applications cannot store all the information data in cache, and data processing efficiency is obviously insufficient to address these issues. We use parallel processing to solve this problem in the cloud. Users submit the demands to the system on the Web. Then process data in the cloud and return the results to the Web. Although this method increases the additional overhead of interaction time, it is faster than the traditional method. Besides, it helps solve the problem of information and data processing of big data.

In the field of information visualization, it generally has the following six data types: multi-dimension (including 1D, 2D), time, space, hierarchical (tree) structure, the network (figure) structure, text and so on. For different data types, you need to use different visualization techniques. In this paper, we mainly use the hierarchical structure— TreeMap.

TreeMap is a very space-saving way to display hierarchical data [15]. The display space is divided into a series of rectangles, and each rectangle is a data item. If one data item contains other data in the hierarchy, the rectangle is subdivided into smaller rectangles. In the past decade, TreeMap is widely used in the field of information visualization.

In this paper, we use Hadoop to build our private cloud platform, and design a visualization prototype system for real estate information. When users login our prototype system in
the Web, they can apply for the released service, and use the released data to apply for a new service. They can also upload the relevant data and then apply for a new service. After users submitting the demands to the system, the system will analyze data in the background, and return the results to the Web. Only have a browser, can users access the system and get results.

Section II describes the related work of cloud computing and information visualization, including using cloud computing to solve current information services problems, information visualization progress at home and abroad, and the application progress of combining cloud computing and engineering visualization. In Section III, we describe the basic idea and system framework of the real estate information visualization model based on cloud. And we implement this model and do some experiments in Section IV. The last section draws our conclusions and future research directions.

II. RELATED WORK

Cloud computing is a hotspot in the current field of information services. Zhou et al. analyzed the cloud services [12], and exemplified the three mainstream services, Data as a Service (DaaS), Network as a Service (NaaS) and Identity Policy Management as a Service (IPMaaS). Chen et al. applied cloud service to computer-aided design [13], and designed intelligent house. Liu et al. applied cloud computing to the elasticity public VPN service model [14], which was different from the traditional VPN. This model would pre-assess the resource consumption and dynamically adjust.

Hoang et al. proposed an elastic cloud storage system—ecStore [17], which supported automatic data partitioning and replication, load balancing, efficient range query and transaction access. Kossmann et al. proposed a modular cloud storage system—Cloudy [18], which provided a highly flexible architecture for distributed data storage, and manipulated various workloads. Based on a common data model, Cloudy could be customized to meet different application needs. Because of more and more applications and their data placed on mobile devices, independent storage of mobile systems had become a key issue. Yuan et al. proposed a wireless Network File System—RFS [19], which realized a device-aware cache management, data security of customers and privacy protection.

Nowadays, the space-time data used in the information visualization are becoming larger and reaches to the scale of TB or PB level, and the combination of cloud computing and information visualization is the general trend. In 2010, Ma et al. published Multi-GPU volume rendering using MapReduce [3]. Then he transplanted this system to the Web, and proposed the interface design for future cloud-based visualization services [4]. Many scholars applied cloud computing to geographic information services [5][6][16], which were appropriate to solve the problem that large GIS data processing at one computer was slowly and could not meet user demands. As we know, the data of Google Earth is large and updated in real time, which requires us to explore other ways to meet this demand. Google Earth is built upon the Google distributed systems based on cloud computing.

Combination of the design concept of above-mentioned areas, we have designed and implemented a house information visualization system for the computational speed and display efficiency of large-scale information visualization, which combines cloud computing and information visualization. We use MapReduce to process data in the background, generate results through TreeMap, and return the final results to the Web.

III. VISUALIZATION MODEL BASED ON CLOUD COMPUTING FOR REAL ESTATE INFORMATION

A. Basic Idea

The basic idea of this model is using MapReduce to analyze and process real estate data in the background, and using TreeMap to display results on the Web.

After login the system, users can see the released services and released data in the menu—Released Services. If the released services meeting users’ needs, user can apply for the released services in the menu—Applying Services. If the released services cannot meet users’ needs, the user can choose to apply for a new service. Users submit the detailed description of the service and the data service uses, and wait for the administrator to open this new service.

![System flowchart](image)

Figure 1. System flowchart

After applying for the service, users will see their own services in the Applying Services menu, such as Average House Prices. Click on this option enter Selecting Operation interface which provides the selections as city, year, showing effect etc. After submitting the selection results, users can see the relevant results on the Web. The system flowchart is shown in Figure 1.

This system is divided into three steps. Firstly, upload the data to HDFS. Secondly, use MapReduce to process data. Finally, display the results on the Web.

1) Data uploading

Uploading data also can be divided into two steps—Uploading data to the Tomcat server and then uploading to HDFS.

Released data format is shown in TABLE I.
If users want to apply for released services, the data users upload must meet the above format. If users apply for a new service, the data format can be any form of text files. The administrator will open the related services in accordance with the uploaded data.

2) Data processing

The uploaded data are divided into several independent blocks, and parallel processed by Map function. According to the different demands of users, specify different fields as Key and Value of Map functions. For example, if users want to see the average house prices of every city, specify House and City as Key, HousePriceperQuaremeter as Value. If users want to see the average prices of every city and every year, specify House, City and Year as Key, HousePriceperQuaremeter as Value. MapReduce framework would sort the Map output, and transmit to Reduce. Reduce function returns different results according to different demands.

If users want to see the average prices of every city, Map and Reduce function is as follows.

**Map function**

**Input:** LongWritable key, Text value, Context context

**Output:** Null
change Value to String;
for (i=0; i<value.length(); i++)
    specify nextToken as Key;
    specify nextToken as Value;
write context (Key, Value);

**Reduce function**

**Input:** Text key, Iterable<IntWritable> values, Context context

**Output:** Null
sum = 0, num = 0;
for (IntWritable value : values)
    sum += get value;
set result (sum/num);
write context (key, result);

3) Results displaying

Users do not concern about the background how to deal with the data. What they care about is whether the results meeting user demands or not, intuitive and easy to understand, so that users can see the desired data directly from the results. In our system, we display the results by TreeMap. At this stage, rewrite TreeMap configuration file and data file according to the different demands, and then display the results on the Web, as shown in Figure 4.

B. Model Architecture

In Figure 2, the cloud cluster structures above several servers. First, we build a Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS), consists of a namenode and several datanodes. Above HDFS, we build a distributed database (HBase) for data management. Users can login the system through various devices and apply for services.

![Figure 2. Cloud platform architecture](image-url)

TABLE I. DATA FORMAT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column Names</th>
<th>Data Types</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>House</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Int</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month</td>
<td>Int</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HousePriceperQuaremeter</td>
<td>Float</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BuildingArea</td>
<td>Float</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HousePrice</td>
<td>Float</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RecordCount</td>
<td>Int</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Commonly used data source includes, observational data—the practical observational and survey data, including field survey data and record data of observation stations; analyze data—using chemistry, physics and other scientific methods analysis of the survey data; graphic data—graphic data of medical, aerospace and other industry demand; survey data—various types of survey reports, social survey data, and so on. At present, Chinese huge number of data source produce the amount of data which achieve TB or PB level, and have different structures, the dynamic changes and updated in real time.
2) Data Interface and Storage Layer (DISL)

DISL completes the standardization of data acquisition provided by the data source and management of storage devices.

Due to the various structures of the data provided by the data source, the data have to be standardized analyzed, extracted and format converted in DISL and data, and convert to a standard format for storage devices storage. The huge number of storage devices in the cloud storage distribute in different regions, connecting with each other through the WAN, Internet or Fibre Channel (FC) network. There is a unified management system of storage devices in DISL, which manages logic virtualization of storage devices, registers storage devices, virtualizes storage devices, manages multi-link redundancy, and monitors, maintains, upgrades storage devices.

3) Data Server layer (DSL)

In the DSL, we build a distributed file system using Hadoop, which uses master/slave architecture, consisting of a namenode and several datanodes. The namenode is a central server responsible for managing the file system and client access to files. The datanode is distributed in the cluster responsible for managing the storage of its own node. Internally, a file is divided into one or more blocks, and each block is stored in one datanode. The namenode is responsible for file system operations, such as open, close, rename files and directories, and decide the block mapping to the specific datanode. Under the command of the namenode, datanode creates, deletes, and copies blocks.

Above HDFS, we build a distributed database (Hbase) for data management. Through data partition and data layout technology, data can be stored in HDFS. And then through data encryption, fault tolerance, compression, backup technologies and measures, we ensure that data will not lose in the cloud, and the cloud is safe and stable.

In addition, this layer can do data partition, create data index and virtual view in order to efficient query.

4) Data Application layer (DAL)

In the DAL, we can design efficient parallel data query optimization algorithms, data mining and analysis algorithms to reduce the query response time. Through mobile phones, PDAs, PCs and others, users login our system and achieve data access, data analysis services.

IV. PROTOTYPE SYSTEM AND EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS

A. System Implementation

The prototype system shown in Figure 3 provides several services, such as Released Services, Applying Services, Being Nodes and others. Released Services displays the released services and released data. If users want to apply for the released services, they can apply for the services directly in Applying Services. If the released services cannot meet user needs, users can choose to apply for a new service and upload related data, and the administrator will open the service in time.

After the services opened which users apply for, users can see the specific services in Released Services, such as Average House Prices. If users select City= ‘Hangzhou’, they can get average house prices in Hangzhou, as shown in Figure 4.

In the Treemap diagram shown in Figure 4, both the size of the rectangle and the color depth stand for the house average prices. The deeper the color, larger rectangle, means higher house prices.

In addition, users can also select other visualization methods like StringGraph and Line Chart to see results, shown in Figure 5.
B. Efficiency Analysis

Hardware environment: one Dell PowerEdge R410 server (Intel Xeon quad-core 5600 processors, 4G memory, 160G hard disk), seven Dell Optiplex 780 PCs (Intel Core 2 Duo E7500 processors, 4G memory, 160G hard drive).

Software environment: Ubuntu10.10, JDK1.6.0_24, Hadoop-0.20.2, Hbase-0.20.6, Zookeeper-3.3.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II. MAPREDUCE COSTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data Size</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128G</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Firstly, use the server as the namenode and virtual machines created on other PCs as datanodes to build HDFS. Secondly, build Hbase above HDFS. TABLE II shows the average time that this cluster process data using MapReduce.

Seen from TABLE II, the cost using MapReduce computational framework to deal with 64MB of data and 128GB of data is little different. Therefore, using MapReduce to deal with big data has obvious advantages.

We also do the experiment on traditional single-server--PowerEdge R410 server (Intel Xeon quad-core 5600 processors, 4G memory, 160G hard disk). Figure 6 shows the contrast about the costs of above two experiments.

Seen from Figure 6, when the data size is about 8GB, the execution time of cluster and single server is nearly. For small-size data (less than 8GB), the traditional single-server service model has advantages. When the data is larger than 8GB, the advantages using MapReduce computational framework to parallel process are very obvious, while single server costs too much time. Therefore, the cloud computing model is more suitable for big data processing.

In addition, in accordance with the format of TABLE I, we use Hive to create partition table of real estate information. The HiveQL is as follows.

```
CREATE TABLE HouseInfo_Partition (House String, District String, Year Int, Month Int, HousePrice Float, BuildArea Float, HousePriceQuaremeter Float, RecordCount Int) PARTITIONED BY (City String);
```

User’s operation can be directly transformed to Hive query. In Hive, a partition of the table corresponds to a directory. Which partition table we create partitioned by City. Some queries need not all data in the table. For example, when we query the prices of Hangzhou real estates, we do not have to search for redundant information of other cities. Seen from Figure 7, the query execution time of partition table is slightly less than basic table.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we propose a visualization method based on cloud computing for real estate information. The core idea is the combination of cloud computing and information visualization, making the data processing stage of information visualization on cloud computing platform, to speed up the calculation efficiency. Use MapReduce to process data and use TreeMap to show the results.

In addition, we design and implement a prototype system for real estate information visualization. Users can apply for the relevant real estate information visualization services on our system. The experimental analysis shows that the advantages using MapReduce computational framework to parallel process big data are very obvious, which provides a new approach for massive information visualization.

This system also has some unsatisfactory areas. For example, human-computer interaction is not convenient, users’ waiting time is too long and the system also has some limitations. Therefore, in future, it is necessary to consider the improvement of human-computer interaction, but also consider the results effect and user-friendly operation.
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